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Abstract

Effects of carbon functionalization on the catalytic properties of the space underneath

epitaxial graphene flakes on Ir(111) are investigated with Ambient Pressure X-ray Photo-

electron Spectroscopy studies of oxygen hydrogenation. The 0.1 mbar oxygen atmosphere

hosting O-intercalated graphene flakes was replaced with hydrogen pulses lasting 50 s

each, triggering the water formation. Underneath pristine graphene flakes on a reference

sample, a previously discovered [1], super-dense OH-H2O phase was captured. The same

OH-H2O phase was observed underneath C-functionalized graphene flakes during the hy-

drogen pulses at 45◦C but not at 75◦C. This temperature dependence can be explained by

the OH-H2O phase being unstable underneath graphene and the water molecules gaining

the mobility to escape in the temperature range between 45◦C and 75◦C. That leads to the

conclusion that C-functionalization effectively changes the chemistry underneath graphene

flakes and is a promising approach for the development of highly selective, graphene based

catalysts.
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1 Introduction

Graphene is an allotrope of carbon that corresponds to a single atomic layer of graphite.

It has a two-dimensional honeycomb structure, which means that every C-atom binds to

three neighboring C-atoms as depicted in figure 1. A carbon atom forming bonds with

three neighbors is sp2-hybridized, while a C-atom forming bonds with four neighbors, like

in a diamond, are said to be sp3-hybridized.

Figure 1: Hexagonal structure of graphene.

The first successful isolation of graphene

was done by the scotch tape method

in 2004 by Andre Geim and Kon-

stantin Novoselov.[2] The term ‘scotch-

tape-method’ describes the exfoliation of

graphene from highly oriented graphite

with scotch tape and subsequent dissolv-

ing of the adhesive, leaving one layer of C-

atoms.

This discovery boosted the research in graphene and other 2D-materials and led to the

development of other methods for producing graphene. A procedure that has proven to

consistently produce graphene films of high quality is the thermal decomposition of hy-

drocarbons on the highly oriented surfaces of transition metals. An example of thermal

decomposition is the dosing of ethylene (C2H4) onto a hot metal substrate. Upon ad-

sorption, the ethylene molecules dissociate, and the hydrogen desorbs in the form of H2

while the carbon atoms form graphene on the metal surface. This method of supporting

the growing graphene on a crystalline structure is called epitaxial growth and allows to

regulate the coverage of the sample. Therefore, it is possible to grow graphene flakes

covering fractions of the substrate, instead of a film covering the entire substrate.

The most perfect graphene films have been observed on the hexagonal structure of an

iridium Ir(111) surface, which is the substrate that I used for my experiments.[3]

Graphene grown on Ir(111) is loosely bound to the substrate and if the graphene film

is defective and has holes, gaseous atoms from the outside can enter and move into the

space between the graphene and the substrate. This process is called intercalation and

has been observed and studied for many different gases. If, for example, O2 or H2[4, 5]

are dosed, the molecules dissociate on the Ir substrate, move underneath the graphene

and lift it up.[6, 7] This process is illustrated in figure 2. Entire molecules such as CO

have also been intercalated underneath graphene.[8]
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Figure 2: Illustration of O-intercalation be-

tween graphene and iridium.

Studying the intercalation of graphene on

a substrate is a way to investigate the

interaction of sp2-hybridized carbon with

atoms in the confined space below them.

That knowledge can then be transferred to

other structures involving highly oriented

sp2-hybridized carbon, that are more diffi-

cult to study due to their geometry, such

as nanotubes or fullerene balls.

Studies that exposed CO-intercalated

graphene flakes to O2 afterwards found

CO2 underneath the flakes.[9, 10] This ob-

servation reveals that oxidation and hence

chemical reactions can happen in the confined space between graphene and the Ir sub-

strate. More striking was the investigation of water formation underneath graphene flakes

covering half of an Ir(111) substrate.[1, 11] In those experiments, O-intercalated graphene

flakes were exposed to H2 and afterwards studied under UHV conditions. Instead of

only H2O, a dense OH-H2O phase was observed underneath the graphene. This OH-H2O

phase was only observed in the confined space underneath graphene flakes and indicates

fascinating catalytic effects imposed by this restriction.

Figure 3: Carbon-clusters form on graphene

upon C-exposure. Reproduced from [12].

Not only the space below graphene can

be intercalated, the top of the graphene

can be altered by selectively adding atoms.

This process is called functionalization and

has been studied for different elements.

Functionalization of graphene is usually

done by exposing the film to radicals be-

cause their high reactivity allows them to

adsorb on top of the layer. This process

has been studied, noticeably by exposure

of graphene to atomic H-, O- and C-atoms.

In case of H- and O-functionalization, the adsorbed atoms arrange into periodic patterns

on the graphene surface and bind directly to some of the C-atoms in the graphene.[13]

These bonds from above induce neighboring C-atoms to bind downwards to the Ir(111)

substrate which effectively pins the entire graphene film down.[14, 13]
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Whilst for H-and O-functionalization, every atom of the adsorbate binds directly to the

graphene, domelike C-clusters form if graphene is treated with atomic carbon, as il-

lustrated in figure 3. Those structures are again periodically distributed, and pin the

graphene film down to the substrate in a similar manner as the H or O. These C-clusters

possess an extraordinarily high thermal stability and have been shown to withstand tem-

peratures of 1000◦C, whilst the H and O was etched from the graphene surface at 700

and 500◦C, respectively.[14, 15, 12]

While both, intercalation and functionalization, have been extensively studied as sep-

arate processes, surprisingly few studies have been published about intercalation under

functionalized graphene.

Recent Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (APXPS)1 studies investi-

gated water formation underneath pristine graphene flakes. The water formation was

induced by exposing O-intercalated graphene flakes to pulses of H2 gas. A great advance-

ment over earlier studies was using an ambient pressure setup allowing to monitor the

reaction in a near realistic pressure environment. My work continues those studies by

investigating the effects of C-functionalization on water formation under graphene. Two

series of APXPS measurements were undertaken. First, a sample with unfunctionalized

O-intercalated graphene flakes was exposed to pulses of H2 while its binding energies were

being probed. Then the measurements were repeated after functionalizing the graphene

flakes with C-clusters.

The first part of the method section of this thesis deals with data acquisition with an

APXPS setup and subsequent data treatment. Then specifics of epitaxial graphene growth

on Ir(111) are discussed.

In the result section, the C-functionalized graphene flakes are characterized and compared

to publications. After that, a comparison of O-intercalation under graphene flakes with

and without C-clusters is conducted. The same will be done for the water formation

experiments which were undertaken at two different temperatures, first at 75◦C and later

at 45◦C to probe kinetic effects. The thesis will close with a summary of the conclusions

and an outlook suggesting follow-up experiments.

1APXPS is an experimental technique that can determine the binding energy of core electrons of

different elements at pressures in the mbar regime and hence can be used to probe samples while exposing

them to gases.
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2 Method

2.1 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

x-ray photon

samplecore hole

spectrometer

photoelectron

Figure 4: Schematic of the photoemis-

sion process during XPS. A photon from

a monochromatic beam of x-rays excites a

core-level electron in a sample which travels

toward the spectrometer leaving a core hole

behind.

The experimental technique used for this

thesis work was X-Ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy (XPS). It uses the photons

of monochromatic x-rays to induce photoe-

mission of core level electrons as depicted

in figure 4. From the known photon en-

ergy and the measured kinetic energy, the

binding energy of the core level can be cal-

culated. Since the binding energies of core

levels are distinct for different elements,

they can be used to determine the elemen-

tal composition of a sample. The binding

energy EB can be defined as the difference

between the energies of the atom before Ei

and after Ef removal of the electron. That

means, the binding energy of an electron

at the Fermi level must be 0 eV. When an

atom is hit by a photon of energy hν greater than the sum of binding energy and work

function of the sample φsample, an electron will be excited and leave the atom with kinetic

energy EK . The relation between binding energy, kinetic energy and photon energy is

illustrated in figure 5.

EB = Ei−Ef = hν−EK −φsample (1)
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Figure 5: XP-Spectrum of graphene on

Ir(111) at a photon energy hν = 1150 eV

with Kinetic Energy and Binding Energy

scaling.

The first part of equation 1 nicely high-

lights that the binding energy is dependent

on both, the initial and the final state of

the atom. Initial state effects caused by

changes of the local potential are of partic-

ular importance in this thesis. Oxidation

of an atom, for example, will pull the va-

lence electron density further from its core,

which will turn that atom more electropos-

itive and make the core level electrons more
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tightly bound.
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Figure 6: XP-Spectrum of the C 1s region of

graphene after exposure to CO.

Figure 6 depicts the XP-spectrum of

the C 1s region of an Ir(111) sample with

graphene after exposure to CO. Three

peaks can be observed. The peak, labelled

CCO, is caused by the photoelectrons emit-

ted from the carbon atoms in adsorbed CO

molecules and is visible at 286.9 eV, the

peak CGu at 284.1 eV originates from the

atoms in the graphene and the peak CGi at

283.5 eV is caused by atoms from graphene

that is CO intercalated.

These differences of binding energy due to the presence of neighboring atoms are called

chemical shift and can be used to determine the chemical environment of an atom.

Figure 7: Inelastic mean free path of elec-

trons in a solid. Reproduced from glob-

alsino.com/EM

Although the x-rays penetrate several

micrometers of the sample and photoelec-

trons from many atomic layers are emitted,

only a fraction of those electrons manage to

leave the sample without losing energy.

The inelastic mean free path determines

the distance λ, a beam of electrons with en-

ergy E can travel in a solid before its inten-

sity has decreased by 1/e. Typical kinetic

energies of electrons in XPS range between

10 eV and 1000 eV resulting in an inelas-

tic mean free path of a few Ångström, as

shown in figure 7, and only the topmost atomic layers of the crystal are probed. Hence,

XPS is very surface sensitive and a popular technique for the study of 2D-materials. Many

electrons from deeper atomic layers arrive at the detector with decreased kinetic energies

from scattering processes, though. That leads to the linear, step-like background observed

in figure 5.

Electrons do not only have a short mean free path within solids, but in gases as well.

The mean free path of an electron with 100 eV in 1 mbar of gas is at the order of 1 mm.

Electron analyzers are large-scale instruments on the other hand and require the electrons

to travel over a meter before reaching the detector. For this reason and in order to pre-

vent atmospheric contamination of the samples, XPS experiments are usually performed
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at ultra-high vacuum (UHV). Since real surface processes often depend on a gaseous atmo-

sphere, that is a main limitation of conventional XPS. Ambient pressure XPS (APXPS)

allows measurements in the mbar regime by introducing a differential pumping system.

sample el. lense el. lense

hemispherical

analyzer

detector

pumps

Figure 8: Schematics of a HIPP3 electron an-

alyzer. Modified from scientaomicron.com.

Figure 8 shows the schematics of the

HIPP3 APXPS electron analyzer that I

used for my experiments performed at the

HIPPIE beamline at MAX IV.. The elec-

trons enter a first pumping stage through a

nozzle, 0.3 mm in diameter, placed 0.6 mm

from the sample and continue towards the

hemispherical analyzer, passing two more

pumping stages with electrostatic lenses fo-

cusing the electron beam. A hemispherical

electron analyzer consists of an inner, positively charged and an outer, negatively charged

half sphere. This setup bends the path of the electrons proportional to the square of their

speed v2 and hence can discriminate between different kinetic energies.

The detector consists of three parts. At a first stage, the electrons pass through a micro-

channel plate, which can be visualized as a plate consisting of many small electron mul-

tipliers. Hence, out comes an electron shower which in a second step hits a fluorescent

screen, that is filmed with a digital camera.

2.2 Spectra Treatment and Curve Fitting
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Figure 9: Fermi edge calibration: The offset

between the horizontal line and 0 eV can be

corrected.

In order to correct for changing photon en-

ergies, the Fermi edge (FE) was calibrated

for every spectrum (figure 9).

Literature articles are dominated by

two different kinds of background removal,

linear background removal and polynomial

removal (figure 10). Since this work is

heavily comparing newly obtained spectra

with earlier discoveries, both kinds of back-

ground treatment were used.

The peak shapes in XP-spectra are subject

to two major broadening effects. Natural

broadening is caused by the limited lifetime of the core hole left after exciting the elec-

tron. This lifetime is defined through Heisenbergs uncertainty principle ∆E · ∆t ≥ h̄/2
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and gives rise to a Lorentzian peak shape

L(E; γ) =
1

πγ

γ2

E2 + γ2

where E represents the Energy and γ is the half width at half maximum (HWHM)

Additionally, experimental broadening, which is related to the energy resolution of the
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Figure 10: Comparison of a polynomial

(blue) and linear (green) background.
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Figure 11: XPS peak fitted with an asym-

metric Voigt profile (blue line).

detector and the photons, causes a Gaussian peak shape with HWHM σ

G(E;σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

1
2(Eσ )

2

.

A Voigt profile is the convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian function and can be used

to represent the line shape of an XPS peak. There is no analytical expression for the Voigt

shape, but it can be related to the Faddeeva-function w for which good approximations

exist.

V (E; γ, σ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

G(E ′;σ)L(E − E ′; γ)dE ′ =
Re(w(z))

σ
√

2π
| z =

E + iγ

σ
√

2

Especially in metals, the big number of electrons in the valence band close to the Fermi

edge lead to excitation of electron-hole pairs by the passing photoelectron. Hence, XPS

peak shapes are often observed to be asymmetric and a simple Voigt profile is not enough.

As a correction, so-called asymmetric Voigt profiles, consisting of two Voigt profiles linked

in the peak, can be used to approximate the peak shape.
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2.3 Graphene Growth on Ir(111)

Figure 12: (a) Unit cell of a fcc crystal. (b)

Atomic surface layer of the (111) plane of a

fcc crystal. Reproduced from [16].

The transition metal Iridium (Ir) served

as the substrate, upon which the graphene

was grown. Ir has a face centered cubic

(fcc) crystal structure and its (111) surface

has a hexagonal structure with an in-plane

lattice constant of 2.72 Å.[3]

On highly oriented transition metals,

graphene can be grown epitaxially by ther-

mal decomposition of ethylene. In order to

achieve full graphene coverage, 1.0 mono-

layers2 (ML), a method called Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is used. Using the

CVD method to grow graphene on Ir(111), the crystal is heated to 900◦C and exposed to

C2H4 vapor at 10−7 mbar for at least 30 minutes. The ethylene dissociates instantly upon

contact with the bare iridium surface and carbon atoms adsorb on the surface forming

graphene while the hydrogen atoms leave as H2. Ethylene molecules do not react with

the graphene film and hence the process is self-limited to one layer of atoms.[18, 3]

Figure 13: Visualization of a graphene film

on Ir(111). The lattice mismatch causes a

moiré pattern. Reproduced with permission

of Jan Knudsen.

Graphene has a lattice constant of 2.46

Å[19], which is smaller than the 2.72 Å in-

plane lattice constant of Ir(111). This lat-

tice mismatch results in a so-called moiré

pattern where 10 graphene unit cells (2

atoms each) match 9 surface unit cells (1

atom each) of the Ir substrate as illustrated

in figure 13.

The graphene is bound weakly to the sub-

strate by van der Waals forces, but still

differences in attraction to the Ir(111) are

seen depending on the overlay of the C-

atoms with the substate. That gives rise to

the wavelike hight-pattern of the graphene,

that is indicated by the color code in figure

13.

To achieve graphene coverages of less than 1.0 ML, a variation of CVD is utilized. Tem-

perature Programmed Growth (TPG) consists of ethylene exposure at room temperature

21.0 ML graphene is equivalent to a density of 3.8× 1019 atoms/m2 [17]
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+ heat
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0.21 ML 0.37 ML 0.51 ML

Figure 14: Illustration of TPG growth of 0.51 ML graphene.

and subsequent annealing of the sample at high temperature in vacuum. At room temper-

ature, the ethylene only dissociates partly on the iridium surface and form an amorphous

structure. When the sample is heated afterwards, the carbon structure dissociates as

during CVD and graphene is formed. Since graphene is more dense than the amorphous

structure, the coverage after one TPG cycle is 0.21 ML of the bare Ir(111) surface.[18]

Repeating this process three times will result in a graphene coverage of

1 · 0.21 ML + (1− 0.21) · 0.21 ML + (1− 0.21− (1− 0.21) · 0.21) · 0.21 ML = 0.51 ML.
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3 Results

3.1 C-Functionalization of Graphene

Since this work aims to determine how carbon clusters atop graphene affect the chemistry

below, specific focus should be laid on the carbon cluster functionalization of graphene.

We were aiming to reproduce carbon structures on top of graphene as described by Herbig

et al [12]. The clusters in that paper were grown by exposing 1 ML of graphene to

carbon vapor, while we wanted to produce clusters on top of 0.5 ML graphene flakes.
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0.5 ML Gr + 0.3 MLE C

Figure 15: Coverage calibration of graphene.

Carbon vapor was created

by sublimation from a solid

carbon rod in a commer-

cial E-beam evaporator. A

quartz balance was used to

estimate the deposition rate

and it was found, that with

a voltage of 1000 V and an

emission current of 110 mA,

30 minutes were needed

to obtain an approximate

coverage of 0.3 monolayer

equivalents (MLE), which

relates the number of C-

atoms to monolayers of

graphene. Those settings were applied when functionalizing the graphene flakes.

In order to determine the cluster coverage precisely, figure 15 displays three XP-spectra

of the Ir 4d – C 1s region. The blue crosses mark the spectrum of 0.5 ML graphene grown

with three CVD-flashing-cycles as explained earlier. The red spectrum was taken after

30 min of C-functionalization of the 0.5 ML graphene sample, while the green crosses

represent a spectrum of graphene grown according to the recipe for 1.0 ML graphene.

The spectra are scaled to the integral over their Ir 4d5/2 peak at 296 eV and asymmetric

Voigt profiles, represented by the solid lines, are fitted to the individual C 1s peaks.

Since the spectra were scaled to a peak of the iridium substrate and the number of C 1s

photoelectrons must be proportional to the number of carbon atoms on the sample, the

carbon coverage of a sample can be approximated by comparing the areas underneath the

C 1s peaks. Taking the green area corresponding to 1.0 ML as a reference, the coverage

of the blue and red spectrum can be calculated to 0.48 ML and 0.70 MLE, respectively.
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Because the recipes for CVD growth of graphene have proven to be very consistent in

the deposited amount of carbon, the method for coverage calibration can be evaluated

by comparing the relative coverages the two samples with 1.0 ML and 0.5 ML coverage.

A value of 0.48 matches well the expected coverage after 3 TPG-cycles [18] and thereby

validates the coverage calibration method.

The amount of deposited carbon when growing the clusters was determined to correspond

to 0.70 MLE. That means, that 0.70 MLE−0.48 MLE = 0.22 MLE instead of 0.3 MLE of

carbon atoms were added to the graphene. Since the quartz balance used to estimate the

amount of carbon deposition earlier, is a crude and rather imprecise tool, large variations

are not surprising.

The fraction of the 0.22 MLE that adsorbs on the graphene flakes must be equal to

0.48 ·0.22 MLE = 0.11 MLE on the graphene flakes. Assuming that one C-cluster adsorbs

in each moiré unit cell[12] and knowing that each moiré cell contains 200 atoms gives an

average cluster size of 0.11 · 200 atoms = 21 atoms.
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Figure 16: XPS spectra of the C 1s region be-

fore (bottom) and after C-functionalization

(top).

Having determined the coverage of the

carbon clusters, we continue with the spec-

tral C 1s fingerprints and compare this

to the published spectra from the litera-

ture. Figure 16 compares spectra of the C

1s peak of 0.5 ML graphene before (lower

panel) and after deposition of 0.22 MLE

carbon (upper panel). The black crosses

mark datapoints from the measurement

and the solid red lines represent curve-fits

with the colored components below. As

shown in earlier experiments [3, 20] the C

1s peak of the pristine graphene can be

represented by a single asymmetric Voigt

profile at 284.10 eV with a FWHM of

0.34 eV.

The functionalized sample can be fitted

with three additional components. The

main component CIr broadened by 1.1 eV

to a FWHM of 0.55 eV. The three addi-

tional components are fitted with a sym-

metric Voigt profile with the same FWHM.
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They are located at C2=285.03 eV, C3=284.74 eV and C4=283.68 eV. A similar peak

shape was observed by Herbig et al. In their work, the C 1s component after cluster growth

of 0.3 MLE on 1.0 ML graphene was fitted with 4 components located at CIr=284.04 eV

(-0.05 eV), C2=284.92 (-0.11 eV), C3=284.54 eV (-0.20 eV) and C4=283.48 eV (-0.20 eV).

The differences between the measurements during this beamtime and the published work

can be attributed to variations in the chemical environment of both systems, most im-

portantly the original system in the reference experiment being entirely covered by a full

monolayer of graphene whilst my experiment used graphene flakes covering 50 % of the

iridium. Hence, additionally to the reactions on top of the graphene flakes, the atomic car-

bon vapor can attach to the bare iridium patches and form amorphous carbon structures.

Figure 17: DFT model of a C-cluster. Re-

produced from [12]

Figure 17 is a visualization of a DFT

optimized model of a single carbon clus-

ter formed on graphene after exposure to

carbon vapor. The red and blue atoms are

sp2- and sp3-hybridized, respectively, while

the iridium substrate is omitted for bet-

ter visibility. This model system consists

of one moiré unit cell of pristine graphene

with 19 additional C-atoms corresponding

to 0.1 MLE. It is notable, that according to

this simulation, the 19 newly deposited C-

atoms rearrange to form a domelike shape which makes 21 atoms in the original graphene

layer switch from sp2- to sp3-hybridization. However, variations in size of the clusters are

possible. This figure is helpful interpreting the additional peaks found in figure 3.

Since the range from 284.9 eV to 285.2 eV is associated to the sp3-hybridized atoms in

diamond-like structures, the two components, C2 and C3, which are forming the high

energy shoulder of the peak can be linked to newly sp3-hybridized atoms in the original

graphene layer. In figure 17, two different kinds of sp3-hybridization can be observed.

Firstly, the atoms that are binding upwards (yellow circle), directly to the additional

carbon atoms forming the cluster. Secondly, the atoms (orange circle) in the graphene

layer that are neighboring two upward binding get sp3-hybridized downward and bind to

the iridium substrate. In experiments with Pt-clusters on graphene, both effects causing

sp3-hybridization, have been observed to cause shoulders on the high energy side of the

C 1s peak, that are similar in shape to the shoulder consisting of the components at C2

and C3. [20, 21]

Herbig et al argued that the peak at C4=283.68 is caused by individual C-atoms that
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have penetrated the graphene film and adsorbed on the iridium below. That explanation

is consistent with our results, since the C4 peak intensity of our sample where half of the

iridium surface is unprotected has increased compared to the peak intensity of the fully

covered sample in the article.

The article states “variations in the chemical environment and doping of the sp2-

hybridized graphene atoms” as reason for the broadening and slight shift of the CIr-peak.

I would however like to make a more detailed connection to figure 17. The binding energy

of 284.09 eV is specific to the sp2-hybridized atoms in graphene. For pristine graphene,

this peak is very defined and sharp because in graphene without defects, every carbon

atom is equivalent and hence has the exact same binding energy. After C-functionalization

some of the sp2-hybridized form bonds to sp3-hybridized graphene, which is chemically

different and hence the binding energy of the sp2-hybridized atom changes a little and the

entire peak broadens. Furthermore, the added C-atoms are forming a fullerene-like dome

of sp2-hybridized atoms. A tempting explanation is that due to this spherical geometry,

the bonds are angled differently, shifting the binding energies of the affected atoms.

3.2 Oxygen intercalation underneath graphene

In order to probe water formation underneath the graphene flakes, they first had to be

intercalated by oxygen. In my experiments, this was done by dosing O2 at 0.1 mbar with

a flow of 1.2 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) while heating the sample from

room temperature to 75◦C using a heating rate of 10◦C/min. This procedure was applied

to both, graphene flakes with and without carbon clusters and the C 1s peak was followed

in real time. The resulting spectra are not published. For both samples, a C 1s peak

shift towards lower binding energy could be observed. In case of the unfunctionalized

graphene, the peak starts shifting at about 50◦C and stops approximately 2:30 minutes

later when the temperature reaches 75◦C. The C 1s peak shift of the sample with carbon

clusters starts at a similar temperature but took much more time and stopped more than

10 minutes after the temperature of 75◦C was reached.

Figure 18 depicts C 1s XP-spectra of graphene before (bottom) and after (top) ex-

posure to 0.1 mbar oxygen. The spectra in panel (a) were acquired on graphene flakes

without carbon clusters atop and in panel (b) were acquired on the functionalized graphene

flakes with the carbon clusters. The spectra before the oxygen exposure on the bottom

have been extensively discussed in the previous section.

Comparing the upper spectrum of panel (a) with the lower spectrum, one major differ-

ence can be observed. The position of the C 1s peak has shifted by -0.53 eV from 284.09

eV before to 283.56 eV after oxygen exposure. Gr̊anäs et al. studied the temperature
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Figure 18: (a) XP-spectra of 0.5 ML pristine graphene before (bottom) and after (top)

exposure to O2. (b) XP-spectra of 0.5 ML C-functionalized graphene before (bottom)

and after (top) exposure to O2.

dependence of that process on a system similar to ours with 0.5 ML graphene on an Ir

(111) substrate, but at a pressure of 10−5 mbar instead of 0.1 mbar in our experiment.[7]

Contrary to our results, that publication found a C 1s peak position of 284.03± 0.02 eV

at 75◦C and full intercalation at 130◦C indicated by a peak position of 283.64 ± 0.02

eV, corresponding to a shift of -0.45 ± 0.02 eV. These discrepancies can be attributed to

the different pressures. The relatively high pressure in our experiment probably helped

to push the oxygen under the graphene flakes. That would lead to a lower temperature

needed for full intercalation and a higher density of oxygen underneath the graphene flakes

which is indicated by the larger shift of the C 1s peak. The process of O-intercalation

between Ir and graphene was described by Gr̊anäs et al. [7, 1]: O2 adsorbs dissociatively

and forms a p(2×1) structure on bare iridium. When the Ir surface is completely oxidized,

the O-atoms diffuse underneath the graphene and keep binding down to the iridium sub-

strate while the graphene remains sp2-hybridized and gets lifted up without binding to
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the O below or the O2 above.[7, 22] This lifting-up process decouples the graphene from

the Iridium which dopes (moves the charge density towards) the graphene. That results

in the shift of the C 1s peak towards lower binding energy.

The C 1s spectrum in panel b, with the carbon clusters, that was earlier fitted with

four components can after exposure to O2 be described with two components at 283.69

eV and 284.85 eV, respectively. The shift of the main peak corresponds to -0.40 eV and

can again be attributed to O-intercalation. However, the peak position coincides with

the peak position of the blue peak, that represents C-monomers, not belonging to the

graphene flakes. The peak has a high gaussian contribution to the Voigt profile on the

high energy side, which makes it lean to the right. That can be explained with the carbon

clusters on top of the flakes binding them to the substrate which makes it harder for

the atomic oxygen to diffuse under the flakes and perhaps prevents that entirely, directly

underneath the clusters. The high energy shoulder indicating the sp3-hybridized atoms,

that are responsible for the pinning down of the flakes was described by two components

at 285.03 eV and 284.74 eV which can be attributed to 0.1 MLE before O2 exposure. In

the oxygen atmosphere, the shoulder loses definition and intensity. It can be fitted with

one component at 284.85 eV between the original positions and the intensity corresponds

to 0.04 MLE of carbon atoms. That indicates that on average, only 8 atoms per graphene

unit cell remain sp3-hybridized and most of the atoms forming four bonds switched back

to sp2-hybridization due to the uplifting effects of the O-intercalation.

3.3 Hydrogen Pulsing

In figure 19 we compare C 1s image plots of 0.5 ML pristine graphene (left) and 0.5 ML

graphene with C-clusters atop (right). These spectra were acquired in snapshot mode

with a frequency of 1.42 Hz over a period of 1300 s. Both measurements were recorded

while the sample was exposed to a flow of 10 sccm of O2 at a pressure of 1 mbar and

75◦C. The black crosses mark the C 1s peak positions determined for simplicity by curve

fitting of the individual spectra with a single asymmetric Voigt profile. The vertical line

at 284.09 eV indicates the peak position of unintercalated graphene on iridium.

In both cases the graphene is O-intercalated from the start, visible by the C 1s peak

position of 283.6 eV. Four pulses of hydrogen were dosed for 50 s each and separated by

pure oxygen flow for 300 s. Each H2-pulse was formed by lowering the O2 flow to 1 sccm

while mixing with 9 sccm H2 at the same time. In panel a, without carbon clusters, we

see that upon arrival of the hydrogen pulses, the C 1s peak shifts from its O-intercalated

position at 283.59 eV to 284.30 eV. As no crosses are observed between the two peak
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Figure 19: (a) XP-spectra of 0.5 ML pristine graphene before (bottom) and after (top)

exposure to O2. (b) XP-spectra of 0.5 ML C-functionalized graphene before (bottom)

and after (top) exposure to O2.

positions upon arrival of the H2 pulses, we conclude that the peak shift happens very fast

and the duration of the shifting cannot be resolved with a time resolution of 1.42 Hz.

The shifted binding energy of 284.30 eV corresponds to a difference of +0.22 eV compared
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to the position of pristine graphene at 284.09 eV and it indicates the intercalation of an

OH-H2O phase below graphene according to the work of Gr̊anäs et al. [1]
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Figure 20: Comparison of room temperature H2 exposure of an oxygen saturated Ir(111)

surface without (left) and with (right) a cover of 0.5 ML Gr. Opposite to my work, these

measurements were taken at UHV. Reproduced from [1]

In panel (a) of figure 20 which is reproduced from [1] without Gr, upon exposure to H2,

water is formed on the Ir surface and the H2O molecules desorb, and the O 1s signal

therefore disappears upon exposure to 100 L3 H2 at 300 K.

Figure 20 (b) shows how that process is different when the iridium is partly covered with

Gr. Oxygen exposure leads to oxidization and O-intercalation underneath the graphene

as described in the previous section. From previous studies it is known that the H2 does

not adsorb on a 1 ML graphene film that covers the entire Ir(111) surface [4]. However,

when bare Ir patches exist, the H adsorbs dissociatively on the Ir patches not covered

by graphene. Subsequently, the small hydrogen atoms can easily diffuse in under the

graphene flakes where OH and H2O is formed through the reaction with the oxygen

underneath the graphene and those molecules become trapped.

The OH-H2O phase is almost twice as dense as the intercalated oxygen, leading to parts

of the flakes trapping the water phase whilst about half of the area of the graphene is not

intercalated. Those two components can be distinguished by the C2 peak at 284.37 eV

and the pristine graphene peak at 284.09 eV in figure 20 (b) (2). In our measurements,

only one peak at 284.30 eV can be observed, most likely because the resolution in snapshot

mode is insufficient. Furthermore, it must be noted that the spectra in figure 20 were

taken in UHV, after exposure to the gases. The spectra in figure 19, however represent

the live measurements of the reaction during exposure to O2 and H2 at a pressure of

3Langmuir (L) is a surface-exposure unit. 1L = 1 torr · µs ≈ 1.33 mbar · µs
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0.1 mbar. Hence, it cannot be excluded that the parts of the graphene flakes that are

not intercalated by the OH-H2O phase, are H-intercalated while in the H2 atmosphere.

H-intercalation would be indicated by a -0.15 eV shift of the binding energy compared to

pristine graphene. [4] A shoulder at that position which might not be resolved in snapshot

mode. The residence time of hydrogen underneath graphene at temperatures over 150 K

is of the order of 1 ms. The peak remains at 284.30 eV for 27±1 s during every pulse and

subsequently changes back to 284.59 eV signaling O-intercalation again. This shift from

high to lower binding energy has a tail and hence is significantly slower than the shift in

the other direction at the beginning of the pulse. This suggests that the in-diffusion of

hydrogen under the graphene flakes and the subsequent OH and H2O formation is a fast

process, while the OH and H2O out-diffusion and substitution by in-diffusion of O-atoms

is a significantly slower process.

A possible reason for that is that OH and H2O molecules are rather big molecules and

quite restricted by the graphene when moving out while the small H-atoms can easily

move in. A similar argument can be made for the oxygen that is moving in and bigger

than the hydrogen, as well.

Comparing panel (a) and (b) of figure 19 without and with clusters, respectively, we

observe that the image plots have similarities. Both peaks start at oxygen intercalated

position, shift very fast to higher binding energy during the pulses while a tail is observed

when shifting back to their original position. Upon arrival of the pulses, the peak in panel

(b) shifts to 284.09 eV which is an indicator for unintercalated graphene on iridium. That

implies that almost all the intercalated oxygen has left from underneath the graphene and

no OH-H2O phase has been captured.

This dramatic difference can be explained in two different ways. Either, the formation of

OH and H2O is completely prevented by the presence of the clusters and the intercalated

O-atoms get drawn out from underneath the flakes, form water on the plain Ir patches and

desorb. The other explanation is that OH and H2O forms underneath the functionalized

graphene flakes, but the dense phase is unstable and cannot be trapped and instead the

molecules exit from underneath the graphene as soon as they are formed. Since both, the

incomplete intercalation of hydrogen and the carbon clusters are indicated by a shoulder

on the low BE side of the peak at 284.09 eV and the spectra were taken in snapshot

mode, conclusions about the shape of the peaks should be drawn carefully. Hence, H-

intercalation of the sample cannot be ruled out. Just like in panel a, the peak of the

sample with carbon clusters remains at its higher energy position for 27 s during ever

pulse and then changes back to indicate O-intercalation at 283.60 eV. The tails of these

shifts from 284.09 eV to 283.60 eV are visibly longer than in the sample in panel a,
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but comparable in shape. Since no intercalation is observable underneath the flakes with

clusters, the effect can not be attributed to the OH and H2O molecules but must originate

from the O-atoms moving in underneath the flakes slower than the H-atoms.

In order to probe the kinetics of the system, the temperature was lowered to 45◦C

and the experiment was repeated. In panel a, without carbon clusters, the first pulse

is misshapen, because the gas-dosing system malfunctioned and the sample was exposed

to hydrogen for a too short time. Hence, we will focus on the three last pulses. It is

interesting to note, that before the first pulse, the peak position is at 284.59 eV which is

the oxygen intercalated position at 75◦C, but after the pulse it only shifts back to 284.61

eV. That seems to be the peak position for O-intercalated graphene at 45◦C. Upon arrival

of the hydrogen pulses, the peak shifts from 284.62 eV to 283.33 eV within two frames or

1.4 s. The peak position of 284.33 eV is close to the value measured at 75◦C and we again

conclude that a dense OH-H2O phase is intercalated under parts of the graphene flakes.

The time, the water phase is intercalated changes slightly with increasing pulse count.

It is 21 s, 22 s and 23 s for the last three pulses. The shift back to the O-intercalated

peak position at 283.61 eV has a tail that is longer than even the functionalized sample

at the higher temperature of 75◦C takes for this shift. That means that the mobility

of the O-atoms moving in underneath the sample is significantly reduced for this lower

temperature.

The first pulse in panel (b) with the carbon clusters is too short, just like in panel a,

and similarly to the unfunctionalized sample we can see the peak position indicating

O-intercalation change from 283.60 eV before to 283.68 eV after the pulse. Again, the

initial 283.60 eV and 283.68 eV represent the maximal O-intercalation at 75◦C and 45◦C,

respectively. This 0.08 eV difference indicates that the surface-density of oxygen that

manages to intercalate the graphene flakes with clusters at 45◦C is smaller than for 75◦C.

Comparing panel (b) to panel (a) of figure 21 while relating to figure 19 which was recorded

at 75◦C, we observe that the shift from O-intercalation to higher binding energy takes 5

frames per pulse, corresponding to 3.5 s. That is about 2 s longer than both, the pulses

in panel (a) of the same figure and the pulses with functionalized graphene at 75◦C in

figure 19. The higher binding energy in this case is 284.25 eV, which is a difference of

-0.08 eV to the position of the graphene without clusters in panel a.

More significant it is the shift of +0.16 eV in comparison to the same sample at higher

temperature. Whilst at 75◦C no intercalation of the OH-H2O phase was visible, now the

peak is clearly shifted, indicating water being trapped underneath the graphene. This

indicates that at 75◦C, too, OH and H2O have formed, but those molecules left right

after formation and their residence time underneath the graphene flakes was too short
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Figure 21: (a) Image plot with XP-spectra of 0.5 ML pristine graphene during exposure

to O2 while pulsing H2 at 45◦C. (b) Image plot with XP-spectra of C-functionalized

graphene.

to observe. At 45◦C the kinetic energy of these molecules has reduced, and they are no

longer mobile enough to leave the flakes.

The durations of the pulses are 29 s, 31 s and 34 s. Those times are longer than any other
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pulse times recorded.

The tail at the end of the pulses is much longer than during the other pulses which

can be attributed to the combination of pinning down due to the clusters and the lower

temperature, reducing the mobility of the O-atoms on their way in.

4 Conclusion

The highlights of this thesis are:

The C 1s fingerprint of 0.5 ML graphene flakes after exposure to atomic carbon contains

the components that are characteristic for domelike C-clusters observed on 1.0 ML. These

clusters induce diamond like sp3-hybridization of individual C-atoms positioned at the

perimeter of the C-clusters. As a result, the neighboring graphene bind downward to the

iridium, and thereby pins the entire graphene flakes down, closer to the substrate.

Both, the pristine and the C-functionalized graphene, experience a decreased binding en-

ergy upon exposure to O2. That signals lifting and decoupling of the graphene flakes from

the Ir substrate. The binding energy of the C-functionalized graphene flakes decreases

less as compared non-functionalized flakes. Further, a small component indicating sp3-

hybridization remains for functionalized flakes. The small sp3-component implies that the

number of C-atoms binding directly down to the Ir(111)-substrate has reduced, but they

are still pinning the flakes closer to the substrate, marked by the lower binding energy

compared to the sample without clusters.

Upon exposure to H2 pulses at 75◦C, a dense OH-H2O phase is formed and trapped under-

neath the O-intercalated graphene flakes without C-clusters whereas no OH-H2O phase

is trapped below the functionalized graphene flakes. However, the same OH-H2O phase,

can be observed below both pristine and C-functionalized graphene if the experiment is

repeated at 45◦C instead of 75◦C. These observations suggest that the intercalated O also

has formed water with the hydrogen at 75◦C for C-functionalized flakes, but in this case

the flakes de-intercalate, the water is pressed out and no OH-H2O phase is trapped. That

means that the OH-H2O phase is unstable underneath the C-functionalized graphene

flakes.

5 Outlook

While many effects of C-functionalization on top of graphene flakes on water formation

below have been mapped out, some questions remain unanswered and new ones have

emerged.
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During O-intercalation, though a reduction of sp3-hybridized atoms is observed, it remains

unclear, how the structure of the C-clusters atop the graphene flakes is affected by the

intercalation. DFT calculations could, for example, shed light on that. Furthermore, in

order to examine whether these changes are permanent, the graphene flakes should be

characterized after deintercalation of the oxygen by annealing. The same should be done

after intercalation of the OH-H2O phase.

STM images of the C-functionalized graphene flakes during intercalation of the OH-H2O

phase can determine the positions of the intercalated pieces of the flakes related to the

positions of the clusters.

Most interesting would be to observe the O 1s region of both, pristine and C-functionalized

graphene during intercalation of the OH-H2O phase and compare the ratios between the

OH and H2O concentrations underneath the flakes. This different ratio would demonstrate

the capability of the C-clusters to modify the selectivity underneath the graphene. That

would be a crucial change of the catalytic properties of the graphene flakes and pave the

way for investigation of similar effects in other, more complex reactions with different

reaction paths.
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